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 Rising Tides and New Horizons 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
Stack Testing of Cantimber Facility Scheduled 
 
October 25, 2016 
 
Port Alberni – The Port Alberni Port Authority (PAPA) confirms that stack testing of the Cantimber 
Biotech Incorporated facility at 300-2750 Harbour Road will take place November 7 through 10, 2016. 
In order for the tests to accurately measure true operating conditions Cantimber must undertake a 
warm-up procedure of its equipment starting November 3rd.  
 
Golder Associates, which has been conducting an independent expert review of the Cantimber 
operation, facilities and equipment, will oversee the stack testing. In addition to testing emissions from 
the stack Golder will conduct ambient air monitoring measurements in the days preceding and during 
the stack tests at a variety of locations that may be affected.  
 
Cantimber has installed a secondary combustion chamber thermal oxidizer to effectively handle volatile 
organic compounds (VOC’s), which were the main concern of the public. The company is installing a 
number of additional improvements to its equipment and operating procedures to further minimize any 
potential negative impact to the environment. 
 
In order to achieve the best possible information for analysis PAPA, Golder and Cantimber request 
participation from the public by completing an online feedback form that can be used to describe any 
impacts or affects experienced during the testing period.  Cantimber and Golder will have immediate 
access to these forms as they are submitted so that feedback can be correlated to particular 
operational activities at those specific times. This timely information may also be used to take any 
immediate action that may be required.  A link to the online form will be available immediately prior to 
and during the testing dates at: 
 

www.cantimber.com    &            www.alberniport.ca 
 

The community may also telephone PAPA to report their experiences during the testing period directly 
at 250-723-5312 
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For more information please contact: 
 
Dave McCormick, Director of Public Relations & Business Development 
Port Alberni Port Authority 
Ph:  250-723-5312 

http://www.cantimber.com/
http://www.alberniport.ca/

